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ABSTRACT

A mutual information based articulated object tracking scheme is
proposed in this paper. Articulation constraints are introduced us-
ing a kinematic model. Further constraints are introduced based
on the human joint anatomy and flexibility. The tracking scheme
is enhanced by using the tracked object texture map image. The
tracking history is incorporated in the tracking scheme by using
a temporal model or a Kalman filtering scheme. The Kalman fil-
tering scheme greatly enhances the tracking scheme provided the
suitable initial conditions are set. The resulting system was tested
on arm and finger tracking cases using real image sequences

1. INTRODUCTION

Articulated object tracking, in particular human body part track-
ing, is important in many scientific fields including medicine, ath-
letics and robotics. The flexibility of the human body and the dif-
ficulty to predict its movement when compared to the robot makes
human body part tracking a difficult task to perform. Part of the
existing techniques make extensive use of human body models
[1, 2, 3, 4]. The position and motion of a human arm is esti-
mated by using a Kalman filtering scheme in [5]. Articulated ob-
ject tracking of highly complicated articulated structures is accom-
plished in [6] by expressing the transform matrix to an exponential.
Statistical training was also used in articulated object tracking sys-
tems [7]. Particle filtering was also extensively used in articulated
object tracking, especially hand tracking [8, 9, 10].

The constraints imposed by articulation are introduced by us-
ing kinematic modelling. Moreover, kinematic modelling is used
to predict self occlusions [1], while the problem of singularities
in articulated object tracking was examined in [4]. More recently
a novel kinematic model of human body motion was introduced
in [11]. The constraints imposed are distinguished in ”hard” and
”soft”. The former have to do with velocity and acceleration lim-
its while the latter are probabilistic and associated to previous in-
stances of human motion. In order to perform articulated object
tracking different matching criteria based on color [12], luminance
[1, 13] or edge information [7] were used.
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The use of mutual information as a similarity measure in ar-
ticulated object tracking is examined in this paper. Mutual infor-
mation has been previously used in image registration [14]. It has
also been used as a cue selection criterion in multiple cue track-
ing system [15]. Moreover a spatiotemporal mutual information
has been used in [16] in order to produce vivid video images se-
quences in videoconferencing. Nevertheless it has not been used
in articulated object tracking.

Moreover, the tracked object texture map image [17] is used
instead of tracked object image in order to calculate the mutual
information based similarity measure. The use of the tracked ob-
ject texture map image combined with a suitable confidence map
provides a stabilized view of the tracked object [18] that can be
used in existing 2-D techniques. The texture map technique was
previously used in head tracking, but it can be easily extended to
other objects by using a cylinder as an intermediate surface [17].
Experimental results prove that this technique can greatly improve
the tracker performance.

The tracking procedure is assisted by a kinematic model closely
related to that presented in [1] and a temporal model [7]. A Kalman
filtering scheme is also applied. Constraints based on the kine-
matic behavior of each joint are introduced and are categorized
into search range constraints and initial state constraints. These
constraint can be seen as ”hard” constraints in the context of [11].
Self occlusion is predicted by using a mutual information based
scheme. The use of such a scheme not only allows the prediction
of self occlusion but in addition it distinguishes the occluding and
the occluded object parts. Experimental results on real image se-
quences show the enhanced performance of the proposed scheme.

2. KINEMATIC MODEL

The kinematic model used is inspired by the model presented in
[1]. Additional constraints are imposed in order to make articu-
lated object tracking feasible. These constraints are based on the
moving capabilities of the human body. It is well known that some
joints allow a large variety of movements in different directions,
while others do not allow movement in certain directions. More-
over, the speed attained by different body parts connected to the
same joint is different. An example showing the need of imposing
constraints on the motion of certain body parts is the human fin-
ger, which consists of three parts. The middle part moves to greater
extend and more rapidly than the other two parts. Moreover, the
human finger is not allowed to move to all directions. Therefore,



the human finger cannot be considered as equivalent to a three part
robotic mechanism and subsequently more constraints need to be
imposed. These constraints can be divided in two categories:

• Tracker search range constraints.
• Initial state constraints.

Initial state constraints involve the choice of suitable initial
kinematic conditions based on the body part being tracked. The
choice of initial velocities and accelerations for each body part
is crucial for the system performance. The slowly moving parts
should be assigned smaller initial velocities and accelerations than
the faster moving parts.

3. TEXTURE MAP CALCULATION

The object to be tracked is mapped onto a 2D texture map, by
using a cylinder as an intermediate surface. The 2D texture map is
constructed using the following formula:
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Parameters θ and h are explained in figure 1, c and d are scale
factors and θ0, h0 are used to shift the object to be tracked over
the texture map. A confidence map is superimposed on the result-
ing texture map in order to alleviate the deformation of the tracked
object texture map. The deformation is significant in the left and
right edges of the the texture map, while it is minimal in the cen-
tral area of the texture map. Therefore the confidence map should
attenuate the influence of the texture map edges. The confidence
map used is of the form [19]:
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As it can be seen, the confidence map reaches its maximum
value when θ = π

2
and its minimum values when θ = 0 and

θ = π. The initial image and the texture map before and after the
confidence map superposition is shown in figure 2.

4. MUTUAL INFORMATION ARTICULATED OBJECT
TRACKING

In order to perform articulated object tracking, a scheme based on
mutual information is used. The angle of rotation ϑ, for each of the
articulated object parts, is estimated based on the maximization of
a mutual information based likelihood.

Let Nmax be the maximum number of grayscale levels and
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pi(v) their joint and marginal probability mass functions and ϑ
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the the rotation angle of the ith body part at time t.

The mutual information of two random variables U i, V i with
a joint probability mass function p(ui, vi) is defined as [20]:
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The maximum mutual information for a particular prior pi(u) is
[21]:
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and reaches its maximum value when
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, 0 ≤ k < N. (5)

We define the prior probability based on the mutual information
tracking cue as:
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where c1 is a constant. Since I(U, V ) ≥ 0 [20],
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t−1) ≤ 1. (7)

A large value of pMI(ϑ
i

t|ϑ
i

t−1) indicates a strong match between
the reference and the target regions, while a small value indicates
a weaker match.

The estimation of the rotation angle ϑ
i

t of the ith articulated
object part enables the calculation of the rotation angle ϑ

i+1
t of

the i + 1th articulated object part. During the articulated object
part tracking, the two constraint categories described above are
introduced. The mutual information tracking scheme is enhanced
by the use of a temporal model. Alternatively, a Kalman filtering
scheme can be used, as explained in the following subsections.

4.1. Temporal model

The use of a temporal model as a constraint factor in the tracking
process implies little or no knowledge of the tracking process pre-
vious history [22]. The previous history on tracking of the ith part
of the articulated object is modelled by:

pi(ϑt|ϑt−1) ∼ exp(−c(ϑt−ϑt−1)2) (8)

A very small value of constant c will render the temporal model
non informative and, thus, not useful for the tracking process.

4.2. Kalman filtering

Kalman filtering can also be used to enhance the tracking process.
It is also a way of imposing constraints in the form of initial condi-
tions. In the context of the present work, the constant acceleration
model is used. Constraints in the tracking process are imposed
by setting suitable velocities and accelerations. The state vector is
comprised by the rotation angles of each joint, their velocities dϑ

dt

and accelerations d
2
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,
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while the measurement vector d is comprised by the rotation
angles of each joint:

d =
[

ϑ
]

(10)



4.3. Occlusion prediction

Occlusion and in particular self occlusion is considered as a major
problem for many articulated object tracking schemes. In [1] the
problem of self occlusion is handled using a set of templates. The
occluding and occluded parts are determined by using a set of rules
based on the camera position. In the context of present work, self
occlusion is handled using a mutual information based scheme.

The use of the matching probability as a reliability measure is
insufficient as it does not include by itself the previous history of
the body part. It is, thus, necessary to compare the candidate hu-
man part region with the initial region. The mutual information of
the two regions divided by its maximum serves as a reliability mea-
sure, whose values below a threshold signify the presence of occlu-
sion. That is, the reliability measure used is pMI(ϑt=tcurr

|ϑt=0).
The articulated body part with the higher reliability value occludes
the part with the lower reliability value. Thus, the occlusion se-
quence is determined without resorting to the knowledge of the
camera position.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed tracking scheme was tested on real image sequences.
An one part arm tracking example is presented in Figure 3. The
tracking scheme is able to follow the arm even in rotation angles of
90 degrees. A two part arm tracking example is presented in Figure
4. The successful tracking of the upper articulated part is necessary
in order to complete the tracking of the lower articulated part. The
tracking results were improved by using the tracked object texture
map. More specifically, using a texture map allowed the system to
successful track the articulated objects in frames where a system
without texture mapping failed.

The proposed tracking scheme was also tested on finger track-
ing. A two finger tracking example is presented in Figure 5. The
variations of the reliability metric for each of the two fingers are
depicted in Figure 6. Self occlusion reveals itself as a notable dif-
ference in the reliability metrics of the two fingers. The occluding
finger is the one with the higher reliability metric.

Experiments proved that the use of the temporal model en-
hances the tracker performance. However, the best results were
obtained when the Kalman filtering scheme, combined with suc-
cessful initial conditions, was applied.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An articulated object tracking scheme using mutual information is
presented in this paper. Tracking is performed by using a mutual
information based similarity measure. The measure is calculated
on the tracked object image, or alternatively on the tracked object
texture map, accompanied with a confidence map. The use of the
object texture map is found to improve the tracker performance.
Articulation constraints are introduced using a kinematic model.
Moreover constraints on the tracker search range and initial con-
ditions based on the anatomy and kinematic capabilities of each
joint are introduced. The tracking process is enhanced by using a
constant acceleration Kalman filter model. Alternatively, a tempo-
ral model can be used when suitable initial conditions cannot be
chosen for the Kalman filtering scheme. The proposed tracking
scheme was successfully tested on real image sequences.
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Figure 1: Texture map cylinder parameters

Figure 2: Initial image, texture map without confidence map, tex-
ture map with confidence map. The images were obtained from
the MIT Vision and Modeling Group face database [23].

Figure 3: One part arm tracking

Figure 4: Two part arm tracking

Figure 5: Two finger tracking
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Figure 6: Reliability metric for the tracking procedure of each of
the two fingers (Figure 5). The time interval where self occlusion
occurs is marked. The finger corresponding to the higher-valued
metric occludes the finger related to the lower-valued metric


